Central Send FAQ
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When would Constant Contact recommend using central sending
versus distributing templates or campaigns into franchisees’
accounts for them to leverage locally?
Central sending was developed to ensure that your customers will receive your
corporate campaigns without requiring your franchisees to log into their local
accounts to distribute to their respective customer lists. All of the results and
responses will be directed back to the appropriate franchisee’s account and
store location. These campaigns will be sent on behalf of all of your
franchisees to a ‘universally named’ list that resides within each of their
accounts, so it’s suggested to plan a campaign that is approved to send to this
large group of customers.
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How frequently should we plan to send campaigns using this
central sending feature?
We suggest sending on a regular schedule – and sticking to it! Whether
quarterly or monthly, sending campaigns on a regular schedule will train your
customers to look for your communications when they’re used to seeing them
come into their inbox. Sending more frequently than monthly to your entire
customer base could increase unsubscribe rates for your franchisees,
especially those who send regular campaigns at the local level to augment
these centrally executed campaigns.
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Can we schedule a campaign to send to multiple lists at one time?
No, only one list can be selected at a time. The Site Admin for central send
should specify a specific name for the universal list and this name must be
used by all franchisees. For sending, the Site Admin will go under the Settings
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tab and select the specified list. To send to a different list of accounts, a
separate campaign would need to be sent.
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Can my franchisees make changes to the template once we’ve
scheduled a campaign to send through central sending?
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Can my franchisees opt out from sending particular campaigns?
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Can my franchisees send their own campaigns locally in addition
to these campaigns?

Once you’ve scheduled a campaign to send, your franchisees will see it in their
accounts as a scheduled campaign between the time you schedule and the
time it sends. Your franchisees have the ability to unschedule the campaign
and can only make edits and reschedule provided they know HTML. For any
campaigns you’d like to allow your franchisees to customize prior to
scheduling at the local level, it’s recommended you drop either a Custom
Template* into their accounts or leverage our Campaign Distribution feature**
given these options do not rely on your franchisees knowledge of HTML code.

Your franchisees have the ability to unschedule these campaigns before they
send. If you’d like to offer your franchisees a window of time to “opt out” from
a particular campaign, it’s recommended to schedule them 1-2 weeks in
advance and to provide a calendar of when each campaign will be available to
preview in their accounts and when they are scheduled to send.

Of course! It’s recommended that your franchisees send local campaigns to
build a connection with their customers and to gain new referrals through
these loyal customers. For suggestions on how to promote local account use,
please reach out to partnermarketing@constantcontact.com.

Can we add/remove franchisees from the account?
You can easily remove franchisees from your central send dashboard. For help
uploading new franchise accounts, please contact your account manager.

* Custom Template is a template designed by you and coded into Constant Contact’s WYSIWYG editor for your franchisees’
access, such as a branded newsletter template that can be populated with local content.
** Campaign Distribution is a campaign that you develop in your Constant Contact account, using a template chosen from the
WYSIWYG editor, complete with timely content, that you wish to push into your franchisees’ accounts for local distribution.
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